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Abstract: Generator automatic voltage control device (AVC) is an automatic voltage and reactive
power optimization control terminal on the power plant side. Aiming at improving the
performance of generator automatic voltage control device, this paper introduces a detection
method of AVC substation performance based on virtual dispatching terminal environment.
During the testing, the upper computer of redundant power plant is connected to the virtual
dispatching terminal environment to simulate the sending instructions of AVC master station, the
behavior of AVC sub stations and the excitation system of generators. The performance of AVC
substation is evaluated according to the feedback adjustment results, which can effectively detect
the abnormal behavior of AVC substation in power plant.
Keywords: automatic voltage control (AVC); virtual dispatching master station; simulated power
system; digital simulation

1. Introduction
Automatic voltage control (AVC) system plays an important role to realize safe and economical
operation of transmission power grid, which can reduce network loss and improve voltage stability
margin and quality rate [1]. AVC system is superior to power grid Energy Management System
(EMS) in frame. It takes advantage of the real-time running data in transmission power grid to
optimize reactive power and voltage considering global optimization [2-3], and then command the
power plant, substation and other power dispatching organization to carry out the scheme.
Generally, AVC system consists of AVC master station running in dispatching center and AVC
sub-stations deployed in power plants [4-7]. AVC master station can calculate the voltage control
target value of high-voltage bus [8] and send it to AVC sub-stations. According to the target value,
AVC sub-stations can regulate reactive power output of generator to meet voltage requirement
[9-12].
With the development of power grid, the scale of external ultra-high voltage (UHV) direct
current (DC) transmission in East China is increasing rapidly. Thus, the internal power startup and
reactive power backup is inadequate and the voltage regulation is more difficult [13-17]. Therefore,
the demand of reactive power, regulation ability of voltage and response speed of plant are
increasing gradually [18]. At present, the dispatching center of East China power grid and Shanghai
power grid connect 500kV and 200kV power plants to AVC control, and build AVC sub-stations to
implement reactive power automatic control for generator units. The performance of AVC
sub-stations is one of the main factors that influence East China power grid reactive power
regulation. In this paper, a detection platform of power plant AVC sub-stations’ performance is
proposed based on the integrated power grid control digital simulation technology, which can
improve the regulation ability of reactive power and ensure East China power grid operate safely
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and stably. The detection platform can evaluate the voltage control algorithms and software
functions beforehand so that shortcoming of AVC sub-stations can be detected and overcame before
the closed-loop control.
2. Virtual environment for AVC system
The detection platform constructs the global power grid models that can be observed by each
control center. Then it uses continuous power flow calculations to simulate continuous changes in
power grids. Finally, the system realizes the closed-loop control by simulating AVC sub-stations
technology[8]. The structure of the virtual dispatch environment for detecting AVC substations’
performance is shown in the Figure 1.
As is shown in Figure 1, the virtual dispatch environment of AVC substation consists of four
parts, i.e., power system simulation, master station simulation, substation simulation and AVC
testing unit.
Figure 1 shows the composition of the virtual dispatch environment, of which the red part is the
device to be detected. The simulated power system is composed of various regional power grid
models. The main idea is to comply with the real power grid data and realize the power grid
environment. The simulation system can imitate the power flow after obtaining part of the real
section data from the power grid and generate the continuous power flow simulation data.
At the same time, the AVC master station model and the power plant model can be obtained
after splitting the simulated power system. AVC master station unit is a control model
corresponding to the power grid, simulating the on-site AVC master station to perform the control
strategy and send instructions. The AVC substation simulation unit is a substation model
corresponding to the power plant. It can receive the instructions of master station and simulate the
functions of the plant for generator excitation regulation. The AVC substation unit evaluates the
result of reactive power adjustment of the power plant and verify the performance of the substation.

Figure 1. The composition of the virtual dispatch environment

Figure 1 shows the composition of the virtual dispatch environment, of which the red part is the
device to be detected. The simulated power system is composed of various regional power grid
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models. The main idea is to comply with the real power grid data and realize the power grid
environment. The simulation system can imitate the power flow after obtaining part of the real
section data from the power grid and generate the continuous power flow simulation data.
At the same time, the AVC master station model and the power plant model can be obtained after
splitting the simulated power system. AVC master station unit is a control model corresponding to
the power grid, simulating the on-site AVC master station to perform the control strategy and send
instructions. The AVC substation simulation unit is a substation model corresponding to the power
plant. It can receive the instructions of master station and simulate the functions of the plant for
generator excitation regulation. The AVC substation unit evaluates the result of reactive power
adjustment of the power plant and verify the performance of the substation.
The simulated power system is the core of the whole detection platform. For practical
application, it can simulate the actual operating data of the power grid to test the response
characteristics of the AVC substation. The virtual dispatching terminal conforms to the requirements
of D5000 system, and can provide the basic power grid data for AVC master station module and
AVC substation module.
The AVC master station receives the simulated power grid data and generates the control
strategy, and the control strategy is sent to the simulated power system.
After the AVC master station sends control instructions to the detected substation device, the
AVC substation can obtain the power plant model from the simulated power system and collect the
current grid data for calculation. The control data can be calculated and be sent to the detected
substation. After receiving the instructions, the AVC substation can interact with the generator
excitation device to simulate the plant adjustment interaction. After the adjustment is completed, the
feedback data is transferred to the power system. Then the substation mode is controlled. Based on
the data analysis of the substation's control behavior, the evaluation unit gives the test report of the
AVC substation.
3. Digital Simulation Technology
3.1. Simulation model preparation
1.

2.
3.
4.

Based on the IEC61970 standard, an integrated global digital simulation model (IGDSM) is
established by combination. The model contains 220kV and above power gird. In the model, the
grid parameters of 500kV and above come from East China power grid dispatching center, and
220kV and below come from province-level power grid dispatching center.
Based on the IGDSM, the digital simulation environment in power grid steady state closed-loop
control is built by the method of load flow calculation.
The AVC master station simulation module obtains the region-level or province-level power
grid model from IGDSM, and builds AVC control model according to actual demand.
The AVC sub-stations to be tested obtain the equipment model inside the power plant from the
IGDSM, and build power plant AVC sub-stations control model according to actual demand.

3.2. Power grid operation simulation
In the simulation, A series of continuous power grid operation section data should be prepared to
reflect change of generation and load. Each section contains the values of active power of generators,
active power and reactive power of loads in a grid at any given time. In order to accurately simulate
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the AVC control, the time span of the section should not be longer than the control cycle of AVC
(generally 5 min). 2 types of generating grids section data are given as follows.
1.

Single section expansion
An actual section at a certain time from power system is set as the initial state. According to the

total load variation curve after the initial state, the generation and load data of each section in a
given period time could be obtained based on the same proportion of growth. In the process of
fitting, deviation of the whole network loss will be accumulated on the balance machine. Therefore,
it is necessary to regulate the active output of the generator to avoid the abnormal output of the
balance machine according to the deviation.
2.

Multi-section fitting
Some actual sections at a certain period of time from power system might not meet the

simulation requirement because of long time span (15~60 min) between the sections. These data
sections can be used as the basis for fitting the continuous change state of the grid during that
period. In the process of fitting, it is necessary to revise the output of the whole network according to
the change of balance machine, so as to avoid the divergence of the load flow calculation.
3.3. Close-loop control simulation
Based on the continuous load flow calculation, the process of simulating the closed-loop control
is shown as follows
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

Firstly, we should set start time and select multiple sections. A load flow calculation is carried
out with the first section as the simulation start time.
The results of load flow calculation, together with the simulation clock time, are sent to the
AVC main station simulation module.
The results of load flow calculation, together with the simulation clock time, are sent to the
AVC sub-stations to be detected.
The AVC master station calculates and simulates the control strategy according to the grid
operation state, the current simulation clock time and cycle.
The AVC sub-stations to be verified calculate reactive power or voltage regulation strategy of
generator units according to the control strategy from AVC master station. And then send the
regulation strategy to IGDSM.
In the IGDSM, load flow calculation should be carried out after the reactive power output of
generators and other reactive power equipment are regulated.
According to the simulation process, the increasing simulation clock step size of the parameters
is generally set as 10~15s.
If the current state has reached the next section, active power output of generator and active
power and reactive power of load can be regulated based on the section data. (reactive power of
generator controlled by AVC is not considered in this step). Then, load flow calculation can be
carried out based on the regulation.
Return to step 2 for the next round of closed-loop control simulation.
The above process is shown in Figure 2. The left of the Figure 2 is the simulation process of

IGDSM. The middle part is the simulation process of AVC master station. The right part is the
simulation process of AVC sub-station to be verified. The dotted line in the Figure 2 represents the
data interaction between the software modules.
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Figure 2. Flow chart of the AVC closed-loop simulation

4. Simulation of Plant AVC Substation Control
From the overall scheme, the detection system can make the complete simulation of AVC
closed-loop automatic control. In the simulation, AVC sub-station is controlled in the following
methods.
1.

2.

For the AVC sub-station to be verified, a set of AVC sub-station consistent with the power plant
scene is linked to the detection platform. In the simulation, AVC sub-station receive instructions
about voltage on high-voltage side from the AVC master station, and adopt algorithm consistent
with the scene to calculate the generator reactive power control strategy. Then, the load flow
calculation is carried out by the grid simulation model.
For other AVC sub-stations, AVC master station make the high voltage regulation and send it to
AVC sub-stations.

4.1. For AVC sub-station to be verified
The actual AVC sub-station system is generally composed of 2 parts, the host computer and the
slave computer. Each power plant is equipped with a set of host computer. Each generator has a set
of corresponding slave computer. The host computer communicates with AVC master station. The
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slave computer is the actuator of the generator's reactive voltage regulation. Typical structure and
simulation work flow of AVC sub-station system are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively.
For the AVC sub-station involved in the verification, the redundant configuration of the host
computer is connected to the verification platform. The host computer uses the current power plant
operation state from the platform to calculate the reactive power or voltage regulation strategies,
and then sends them back to platform. Generally, the data interaction cycle is 10~20 s.

Figure 3. Structure of power plant AVC substation system

Figure 4. Simulation work flow of power plant AVC sub-station
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According to the on-site implementation of power plant, AVC sub-station can send the
regulation instructions of reactive power or the terminal voltage to the verification platform. For the
reactive power regulation, the generator is set as a PQ node, and the reactive power of generator is
regulated to carry out load flow calculation. For the terminal voltage regulation of generator, the
generator is set as a PV node, and the terminal voltage of generator is regulated for load flow
calculation.
4.2. Simulation of AVC sub-station close-loop control
The AVC main station system sends the target value of voltage control or total plant reactive
power command of the high voltage side busbar of power plant transformer to the plant side AVC
substation system in real time.
According to the control target value and a certain control strategy, the reactive power output
target value of each unit is calculated. Then the AVC mater station directly delivers the reactive
power output target value of each unit to the AVC substation system on the power plant side in real
time. The AVC substation system sends the demagnetization signal to the excitation system of the
generator to adjust the reactive power output of the generator directly or through the distributed
control system (DCS) system, so that the voltage of the high voltage side bus of the power plant or
the reactive power output of each unit is forced to the target value, and the closed-loop control of the
AVC substation system and AVC master station system on the power plant side is formed.
4.3. Simulation of AVC sub-station open-loop control
The AVC mater station sends the voltage planning curve of the plant-side bus to the AVC
substation system, or record the voltage planning curve periodically or manually. When the
communication with the AVC master station is interrupted, the plant-side AVC substation system is
interrupted. When exiting closed-loop operation, the voltage curve will be automatically tracked for
adjustment.
4.4. Control of Reactive Output of Generator in AVC Substation of Power Plant
After the power plant AVC substation system receives the control instructions, the voltage of
the high voltage bus is adjusted. The substation system calculates the total reactive power target
value that the plant should deliver to the system. According to the deviation between the target
value and the measured value, reactive power is distributed among the generators as the
predetermined scheme. With various constraints satisfied, the principle computer sends a reactive
power adjustment command to the slave machine of each unit, and the slave machine adjusts the
reactive power output of the generator by changing a given value of the generator AVR. The plant
always maintains the high voltage bus voltage at the target value when the high voltage bus voltage
target value command is not changed.
The method for calculating voltage and reactive power is as follows.
1.

The target value of reactive power on high-voltage side bus
Set the current high-voltage side bus voltage as U i and the total reactive power delivered to all

systems on the bus as Q i. The target value of the busbar voltage required to be adjusted is U j, and
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the total reactive power sent to the system is Q j. The system reactance is denoted by X, so the target
value of total reactive power sent to the system by the generators is calculated in equation (1):

Q j U j (

U j  U i Qi
 i)
X
U

(1)

Therefore, based on U i, Q i, U j and X, the target value Q i of total reactive power sent to the
system can be determined. System reactance X is undetermined in the above equation.
2.

System Reactance X
The system reactance can be determined according to the equation (2).

Q

k

/ U k   Qk  / U k    X  U k   U k 

(2)

Where, Qk+, Qk-, Uk+, Uk- are the total reactive power and high-voltage side bus voltages of the
input system before and after the kth reactive power adjustment for all generators, respectively.
3.

Reactive power distribution among generators
According to the upper and lower limits of the reactive power of each generator at the current

operating point, the ideal reactive power output of each unit is taken as the target value, and the
deviation of the total target value from the total ideal reactive power is taken for the adjustable
reactive power of each unit. Coefficients are assigned to obtain the target output reactive power of
each generator.
4.

Calculation of the reactive power consumed by the transformer and the generator
According to the terminal current, the main transformer impedance, the equation (3) is adopted

to calculate the reactive power consumed by the transformer.

QT  3  I 2  X T

(3)

The reactive power consumed by the generator can be set to a fixed value according to the
reactive power of the generator during normal operation.
4.5. Assessment unit of AVC substations’ performance
Assessment unit of AVC substations’ performance evaluates the voltage regulation results.
Compared with reference [1], this paper adds the following two performance assessments based on
the performance evaluation of AVC substations.
1.

Case record



AVC system should have the function of event recording function.



AVC System Monitoring Center is required to have the function of time synchronization with
GPS in order to ensure that the time of event recording is accurate. The monitoring center
communicates with the GPS via the serial port in the form of messages.

2.


Start and exit methods
Remote control: The voltage and reactive power automatic control system accesses the two
switches as start/stop signals respectively. The site should be able to use two pairs of dry
contact remote control the system switching.
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Local control: The voltage and reactive power automatic control system monitoring center shall



be able to start or exit the terminal of the system.
5. Assessment of Power Plant AVC Sub-stations’ Performance
The verification platform can simulate the performance of AVC sub-station in real power grid
and assess the performance. Meanwhile, the platform can verify security monitoring and locking of
AVC sub-stations of under various abnormal conditions.
5.1 Verification for control strategy of AVC sub-station of power plant
1.

The reactive power of the units can be optimized according to different distribution principles
such as equal power factor, equal reactive margin, and equal apparent power.
The AVC sub-station in local control mode can control the power plant voltage in accordance
with the preset voltage curve.
Multiple parallel running buses are monitored at the same time. When any bus is checked or
out of order, it can automatically switch to another bus and send the current bus information to
the AVC master station.

2.
3.

5.2 Verification for security monitoring function of AVC sub-station of power plant
When the communication between AVC sub-station and remote control system fails, if the bus
data collection fails, all the units regulation under the section bus will be locked. If the unit data
collection fails, all units regulation will be locked.
1.

In remote control mode, when the communication with AVC master station fails, it can
automatically switch to local control mode, and lock all the units regulation under the bus.
When the measurement data of bus voltage exceeds the valid range, the bus is changed to
monitor another bus. If the measured data is still out of the valid range, all units regulation
under the bus will be locked. If the measurement data of the unit's active power, the unit’s
reactive power, the unit’s stator voltage, the unit’s stator current exceeds the valid range, all
units regulation will be locked.
If the AVC master station command exceeds the setting limit, the instruction is automatically
corrected to the limit to keep the bus voltage is limited properly.

2.

3.

5.3 Verification for security monitoring function of AVC sub-station of power plant
In the platform, the setting value of AVC sub-station can be checked to find whether it meets the
requirements of the Power Grid Corporation. The setting value is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Detectable setting values of AVC substations
No.

Values

unit

1

Maximum step of AVC regulation

kV

2

Regulation dead-zone of high-voltage bus in power plant

kV

6

Maximum voltage of high-voltage bus in power plant

kV

7

Minimum voltage of high-voltage bus in power plant

kV

8

Maximum Terminal Voltage

kV

9

Minimum Terminal Voltage

kV

10

Threshold value of locking units' excitation increase

MV·A

11

Threshold value of locking units' excitation decrease

MV·A
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5.4 Verification Platform for AVC sub-station of power plant
After the AVC master station issues the power plant high-voltage voltage control command, the
power plant-side AVC substation shall calculate the control strategy according to the actual output
of each unit in the plant. The interface shown in Figure 5 shows the real running status of each unit
in the power plant, which can read out the power plant real-time operation information such as
reactive power output of each bus and unit, terminal voltage and terminal current of each unit.

Figure 5. Interface of generator operation information
After the power station side substation calculates the control strategy, the excitation of each unit
will be adjusted according to the control strategy.
6. Conclusions
To improve the reactive power automatic control of East China power grid, a verification
platform of power plant AVC sub-stations is proposed based on the power grid digital simulation
technology. The core of the platform is the IGDSM, which can be used for continuous digital
simulation of the power grid operation, AVC master station and sub-station. The detection platform
can detect the abnormal behavior of AVC sub-stations so as to improve the performance of
automatic voltage control in the power grid.
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